Abstract-Deep Neural Networks, and specifically fullyconnected convolutional neural networks are achieving remarkable results across a wide variety of domains. They have been trained to achieve state-of-the-art performance when applied to problems such as speech recognition, image classification, natural language processing and bioinformatics. Most of these deep learning models when applied to classification employ the softmax activation function for prediction and aim to minimize cross-entropy loss. In this paper, we have proposed a supervised model for dominant category prediction to improve search recall across all eBay classifieds platforms. The dominant category label for each query in the last 90 days is first calculated by summing the total number of collaborative clicks among all categories. The category having the highest number of collaborative clicks for the given query will be considered its dominant category. Second, each query is transformed to a numeric vector by mapping each unique word in the query document to a unique integer value; all padded to equal length based on the maximum document length within the pre-defined vocabulary size. A fullyconnected deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is then applied for classification. The proposed model achieves very high classification accuracy compared to other state-of-the-art machine learning techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years Deep Belief Networks have achieved remarkable results in natural language processing [1] , computer vision [2] [3] and speech recognition [2] tasks. Specifically, within natural language processing, modeling information in search queries and documents has been a long-standing research topic [4] [5] . Most of the work with deep learning has involved learning word vector representations through neural language models [6] [7] [8] and performing composition over the learned word vectors for classification [9] .
The optimal transformation in our case was to map each query document to a single numeric vector by assigning a single numeric value to each unique word across all query documents. A second phase was then employed by mapping the numerically transformed query vectors to a random embedding space having a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. This helped far more in reducing the distance between queries having similar words while further discriminating queries far on the data space having more dissimilar words. Another suitable criteria that is applicable to our problem is proposed by Johnson and Zhang [10] in 2014, where they propose a similar model, but swapped in high dimensional 'one-hot' vector representations of words as CNN inputs.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are biologicallyinspired variants of Multiple Layer Perceptrons (MLP). They utilize layers with convolving filters that are applied to local features [11] originally invented for computer vision. Convolutional neural networks have also been shown to be highly effective for natural language processing and have achieved excellent results in information retrieval [12] , semantic parsing [13] , sentence modeling [14] and other traditional natural language processing tasks [9] .
Before going into the details of our model architecture and results, we will first narrate the work we did to prepare our query data for modelling.
II. QUERY DATA PREPARATION
The advertisements in eBay's classifieds platforms are classified according to a pre-defined hierarchy. The first level (L1) of this hierarchy categorizes advertisements into general groupings like 'buy & sell', 'cars & vehicles', 'real state', 'pets', 'jobs', 'services', 'vacation rentals' and 'community'. The second level (L2) further classifies each L1-category with many subclasses with more specificity. The third level (L3) further classifies and so on. Most platforms terminate the hierarchy at a level of three or four. In this paper we will only demonstrate the results of our work related to L1-category query classification.
For each keyword search initiated within a user session at the all-advertisement level (all-advertisement level means a search across all inventory with no category restrictions employed), the chain of actions on that search is analysed. When that sequence of actions results in a view of an advertisement within a specific category, that particular category is scored with a dominance point for the given query. There are many noisy factors that must be accounted for when applying this technique. Among them include factors like bots, redundant query actions, filtering out conversions to categories that no longer exist and filtering out queries without enough conversions.
The dominance of category for each query document in the last 90 days is computed on the basis of the maximum number of collaborative clicks for each L1-category. The category with the highest number of clicks is considered the dominant category for that query. This also enabled us to produce the first highest, second highest and third highest dominant category and their respective conversion rates for each query.
The conversion rate per query is calculated by counting the total number of clicks for each category divided by the total number of clicks for that query.
Finally all query documents for the last 90 days are standardized by transforming them to lower-case, removing duplicate queries, extra spaces, punctuations and all other noise factors. A single pattern from each L1-category of the final preprocessed data ready to be used for learning is shown in Table I .
In Table I the CategoryID feature is used as a label for supervised learning using a deep convolutional neural network. The total distinct query patterns for most of the categories in the last 90 days ranges between 5000 to 7000.
III. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The model architecture shown in Figure 1 , follows [15] and [1] . Let x i R k be the k dimensional transformed numeric vector for each query document mapping each word in the query document to an integer within the defined vocabulary size.
Suppose we have a given query document D = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w N ) with vocabulary V . CNN requires vector representation of data that can uniquely preserve internal locations (word order in this case) as input. The chosen best and straight forward representation would be to treat each word as a pixel, treat D as if it were an image of |D| × 1 pixel, and to represent each pixel (i.e. each word) with a unique numeric value. As a running real-time example suppose that query document D = {"giving", "away", "free", "free"} and we associate the words with unique numeric value. Then we have the document vector as:- 
All the query document vectors are padded to equal length based on the maximum document size of the last nighty days query corpus is represented as
where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. Let x i:i+j refer to the concatenation of words x i , x i+1 , ..., x i+j of a single query document with the unique numeric conversion for each word. The filtration of w R hk is considered as a convolution operation, which is applied to a window of h words to produce a new feature. Supposedly, a feature c i is generated from a window of words x i+h−1 by
where b R is a bias term and f is a non-linear activation function such as the tangent hyperbolic function. The filter is applied to each possible window of words throughout the whole set {x 1:h , x 2:h+1 , ..., x n−h+1:n } to produce a feature map.
with c R n−h+1 . The feature mapping is followed by the rectified linear unit which zeros out negative values and produces sparse activations. Next comes the max-pooling layer which captures the most significant feature, the one with the highest value for each feature map.
Above, we explained the process by which one feature is extracted from one filter. The proposed model uses multiple filters with varying window sizes to obtain multiple features. These extracted significant features form the penultimate layer and are passed to a fully connected softmax layer whose output is the probability distribution over 8 labels.
We have employed dropout for regularization on the penultimate layer [2] . Dropout helps in preventing co-adaptation of hidden units by randomly dropping with a certain probability. Given the penultimate layer z = [ĉ 1 , ....,ĉ m ], dropout uses
where • is the element-wise multiplication operator and r R m is a 'masking' vector of Bernoulli based random variables with probability p being 1. In this way the dropout mechanism for regularization on the penultimate layer stochastically disables a fraction of its neurons. This ultimately prevent neurons from co-adapting and forces them to learn individually useful features. The fraction of neurons to keep enabled is defined by the dropout keep probability input to the network. Table II summarizes the configuration details of the employed deep convolutional neural network which significantly solved the dominant category prediction problem across several eBay Classifieds platforms. The first column defines the length of embedding layer size which maps the input to an embedding space. The filter size narrates the number of words we need to consider in each convolutional filter. The total number of filters for each window of size 1, 2 and 3 are 128. The batch size and number of epochs for training are set to 64 and 100. The maximum length of query sequence in our case is 10 and the total number of L1-Category classes are 8. The training time of the algorithm for the 90 days of data is approximately 50 minutes on an Intel Core i7 with 2.8 GHz specification.
The summary statistics of our pre-computed dominant category prediction dataset are shown in Table III which describes the total number of classes, average sentence length, vocabulary size, training and testing data length.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Results of the proposed model for the dominant category prediction problem compared to other state-of-the-art methods are listed in Table IV . The proposed well-tuned deep convolutional neural network simply outperformed its variations and other models. We tested the predictive accuracy by first using few days different testing data from training shown in the first row and fourth column of Table IV for every model type. The CNN model produced a very high training and testing accuracy of 99.9 % and 98.5 %. Secondly we tried testing completely different days testing data from training and the resulting outcomes are shown in the second row of Table IV for every model type. This is our worst case scenario where we have used a completely different testing data for dominant category prediction but still the CNN model has produced a very high testing accuracy of 95.8 %. The major advantage with CNN compared to other state-of-the-art approaches is its added capability to learn invariant features. This capability of CNN to make the convolution process invariant to translation, rotation and shifting helps in approximating to the same class even when there is a slight change in the input query document.
The step by step training accuracy and loss of our convolutional neural network model are also shown in Figure 2a and 2b. Initially the accuracy was noted very low but gradually it improved at each training step and almost reached to one in the end as shown in Figure 2a . Similarly, the loss was very high in the beginning, but almost reached to zero in the end as shown in Figure 2b . This clearly shows the convergence of the proposed well-tuned deep convolutional neural network.
The multiple layer perceptron model with an empirically evaluated one and two hidden layers of size 200 did not perform effectively well and produced a predictive accuracy of 55.91 % and 54.98 % on both of the testing sets. We also further tried to increase the count of hidden layers to explicitly add the certain level of non-linearity but still the predictive accuracy more or less remained constant. Furthermore we [16] . However, in our case there is no sequence to sequence connection between the current and previous activations of the sequential query patterns, the maximum predictive accuracy that LSTM recurrent neural network could produce was 63.06 % and 65.19 % for both the testing datasets. The Bi-directional recurrent neural network worked a little worse compared to LSTM network and produced a predictive accuracy of 52.98 % and 50.05 % on both the testing datasets.
V. CONCLUSION
In the present work we have described a tuned, fully connected CNN that outperformed its variants and other stateof-the art ML techniques. Specifically, in query to category classification across several eBay Classifieds platforms. Our results integrate to evidence that numeric vector mapping to random uniformly distributed embedding spaces proves more suitable both computationally and performance wise in comparison to word2vec. Specifically for datasets having a limited vocabulary corpus (between 10,000 to 15,000 words) and few words (between 2 to 3) in each query document.
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